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Introduction
The Conversion reports summarize the activity of the Business Intelligence Engine within the
LivePerson solution. The reports provide the most relevant information about current conversion activity (sales, lead generation etc.), which enables customers to gather and analyze data
about the effectiveness of chat on their websites.
Using business rules, custom variables that are included with the LivePerson tags on the
corresponding web pages, and a conversion specific question in the operator survey,
LivePerson collects the information related to visitors’ exposure to marketing content and
their online conversion activity. The custom variables link specific sales and dollar amounts to
each chat interaction, providing a closed-loop.
The data within the Conversion reports provide managers with the information necessary to
refine online sales processes to ensure that the right customers have access to qualified
operators during the critical moments of the online buying process. Conversion reports
measure your invite to chat ratio as well as the exposure and click-through rate of dynamic
buttons. For example, if you send an invitation to customers that have been to your site twice
in the past week, you can evaluate how many of those invitations resulted in a chat.

Generating the Reports
Administrators use the Admin Console to generate the Conversion reports. The reports can
be presented in HTML or Microsoft Excel formats. Before running a Conversion report, you
need to define a Report Target by specifying which events you would like to track for each
Conversion report.

Defining Report Targets
Report Targets track and aggregate data in the LivePerson database regarding visitor events.
You can use a report target only from the time it was defined and it is not available for past
data.



To define a report target:

1

From the Admin Console, select Reporting & Analytics > New Reports > Report
Targets tab. The Report Target screen appears, as shown in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1: Report Targets Screen
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2

Click the New Target button. The following screen appears, as shown in Figure 1-2 on
page 3.

Figure 1-2: Report Definition Screen
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Select the required Conversion report for which you would like to define a report target.

4

Enter a name for the report target. This name is displayed in the required Conversion
report as a drop-down list in the Online Report tab (see Figure 1-5 on page 5).

5

Enter the name of the custom variable e.g., StartedApplication, ConversionStage or hotlead. This variable is displayed for the Sales Summary – Customized report only.

6

Enter the Match Instruction for the value (string or numeric) of the custom variable. You
can specify a specific string or value, or you can use <numeric> to accept any numeric
value. This parameter is displayed for the "Sales Summary – Customized report" only.

7

Select the Visitor Selection criteria to specify the type of visitors included in the report.
The Report Target will be generated based on any of the following visitor types:
 All Visitors: All website visitors to tagged pages (default).
 Room Visitors: Visitors to specific pages defined by rooms. You can select multiple
rooms.
 Rule Qualified Visitors: Visitors meeting defined rules from the rule engine. You can
select multiple rules.

8

Select the Chat Selection criteria to specify the level of chat activity that should be
included in the report. The Report Target will be generated based on any of the following
chat types:
 All Chats: Chats that resulted from an invitation or button click independent of the
interaction (default).
 Interactive Chats: Chats that included at least one interaction with the visitor. Chats
without an interaction are typically factored out of the performance analysis by most
Call Centers.
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 Qualified Chats: Chats that were marked as qualified by the operator in the operator
survey.
9

Click the Submit All Changes button. The new report target appears in the Report
Targets Screen, as shown in Figure 1-3 on page 4.

Figure 1-3: Report Targets Screen - Defined Target

After a Report target is defined, you can deactivate a report target by clicking the green
button, delete a Report Target by clicking the button, or view the specified parameters by
clicking the report link in the Name column.
Note: If you deactivate a Report Target, you can still use it to produce reports, but new visitor events will no
longer be tracked and aggregated. You cannot activate a deactivated Report Target, however you
can create a new Report target with the same parameters.
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Running Conversion Reports
The following procedure explains how to run a conversion report from the Online Report tab,
but you can also create and run these reports from the Scheduler tab.



To create an online Conversion report:

1

From the Admin Console, select Reporting & Analytics > New Reports > Online
Reports tab. The following screen appears, as shown in Figure 1-4.

Figure 1-4: Online Report Generator Screen

2

Click the Required report. The following screen appears, as shown in Figure 1-5.

Figure 1-5: Online Reports Screen

3
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Select the Time Range, which includes the start date and end date for the time period of
analysis.
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4

Select the required Report Target.

5

Click the Generate button. When the Reporting Engine completes the task the report will
be displayed.

Understanding Conversion Reports
The Conversion reports enable you to effectively measure the impact that chat has on a
visitor's website experience. Each report provides aggregate information on all of the visitors
that visited tagged pages during a specified time frame and tracks the result of the
interaction. Specifically, Conversion reports help you measure the following:
 Number of total visitors to a website or to specific sets of pages (rooms).
 Numbers of visitors that can be classified as Hot or Cold Leads based on behavior
patterns.
 Number of visitors that receive an invitation to chat, and their acceptance and sales
conversion rates.
 Number of visitors that see a dynamic button, and their acceptance and sales conversion
rates.
 Number of visitors that purchase from the website after or during chat with an operator.
 Rules that trigger higher volume of Hot Lead alerts and generate more chats.
The Sales and Marketing solution includes the following types of Conversion reports:
 Pipeline Reports: Analyzes the visitors' traffic metrics and the impact on chat. See
page 6.
 Sales Summary Reports: Summarizes the number of sales and total dollar amounts that
resulted from chat interactions. See page 13.
 Visitor Selection Report: Provides information on the number of visitors and chat
activity on your site. See page 20.

Pipeline Reports
The Pipeline reports analyze the visitors’ traffic metrics and the impact on chat. A pipeline is
the entire process through which a visitor moves. For example, a rule presents a dynamic chat
button to a particular visitor, the visitor clicks the chat button, a chat starts and the operator
determines if the chat is qualified. These reports provide a breakdown for the chat buttons
deployed on the website and include traffic metrics such as button activity and impact by rule
or outcome. The following metrics are available:
 LiveChat Metrics: Measure visitor exposure to groups of chat buttons and the rate of
operator chats.
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 Rule Metrics: Indicate the number of times that each rule fires and how many chatpipeline events occur after a rule fires or an outcome is triggered. The information is
summarized by the different possible outcomes of a rule, or the different rules that trigger
an outcome.
 Site Metrics: Determine the number of visits to your website.
The following Pipeline reports are available:
 Button Chat Pipeline Report: See page 8.
 Proactive Chat Pipeline: See page 10.
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Button Chat Pipeline Report
The Button Chat Pipeline report measures visitor exposure to groups of chat buttons and the
rate of operator chats, for the selected time frame. Details include: Visitors, Visitors exposed to
buttons, Button Clicks (busy, offline and available states), and Button Chats. A total summary
for all buttons is provided for the selected time frame. A breakdown is also provided for each
button deployed on the web pages. A partial example is displayed in Figure 1-6. The Button
Chat pipeline process is as follows:
1

Visitor is exposed to a rule-generated Chat button (Button Impression)

2

The visitor clicks on the Chat button

3

The chat starts

4

If the visitor types a message the chat is interactive

5

The operator determines if the chat is qualified

Figure 1-6: Example Button Chat Pipeline Report
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Term

Definition

Available Clicks

The number of times a visitor clicked on the chat button while
operators were available to chat. Multiple clicks by a single visitor
are counted multiple times.

Busy Clicks

The number of times a visitor clicked on the chat button while
operators were busy. Multiple clicks by a single user are counted
multiple times.

Button Chats

The number of chats that were a result of the click-to-chat button.

Button Click Rate

The percentage of visitors that viewed and clicked on a chat
button.

Button Views

The number of times visitors were exposed to chat buttons.
Multiple views by a single visitor are counted multiple times.

Button Chat Connection Rate

The percentage of available clicks that become button chats.

Number of Sessions Fired

The number of visitor sessions during which a rule fired. Multiple
occurrences in a single session are counted once.

Number of Sessions Triggered

The number of visitor sessions during which an outcome was
triggered. Multiple occurrences in a single session are counted
once.

Number of Visitors

The number of selected visitors (sessions) to tagged pages on your
website.

Offline Clicks

The number of times a visitor clicked the chat button while
operators were not online.

Online Click Rate

The percentage of Available Clicks relative to Visitors Clicking the
chat button.

Percentage of Total

The percentage of Hot or Cold Leads. Hot Leads are visitors that
triggered a designated business rule. Cold Leads are visitors who
are not Hot Lead visitors.

Selected Button Chats

The number of Button Chats that match the specified selection (all,
interactive or qualified chats).

Selected Chats Rate

The percentage of Button Chats that match the selection criteria
(all, interactive or qualified chats).

Visitor Exposure Rate

The percentage of total visitors presented with chat buttons.

Visitors Clicking Button

The number of visitors that clicked a chat button.

Visitors Exposed to Button

The number of sessions with visitors exposed to a chat button.
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Proactive Chat Pipeline
The Proactive Chat Pipeline report measures visitor traffic activity and proactive (rulegenerated invitations) impact on chat. It summarizes visitors’ Hot Leads, acceptance rates and
chat rates for different time frames and different rule types. Details include: number of
visitors, Hot Leads/Cold Leads, rule-generated invitations sent to visitors, invitations accepted
or declined, and proactive chats. A partial example is displayed in Figure 1-7. The pipeline
details are:
1

Visitor qualifies as Hot Lead according to defined rules

2

A Proactive (rule-generated) Chat Invitation is presented to the visitor

3

The visitor accepts the invitation

4

The chat starts

5

If the visitor types a message the chat is interactive

6

Operator determines if the chat is qualified

Figure 1-7: Proactive Chat Pipeline Report
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Term

Definition

Hot Lead Rate

The percentage of visitors that are Hot Leads.

Hot Leads

The number of Hot Leads on your site. Hot Leads are visitors that trigger a
business rule. Cold Leads are visitors that do not trigger a business rule.

Invitation Acceptance Rate The percentage of invited visitors that accepted a proactive invitation.
Invitation Rate

The percentage of visitors that are sent a proactive invitation. (This may
include re-invitations and multiple invitations per user.)

Invitations Accepted

The number of proactive invitations that were accepted by visitors.

Invitations Declined

The number of proactive invitations that were declined by visitors.

Invitations Ignored

The number of proactive invitations that timed out or were ignored by
visitors.

Invitations (Rule
Generated)

The number of proactive invitations sent.

Number of Sessions Fired

The number of visitor sessions during which a rule fired. Multiple
occurrences in a single session are counted once.

Number of Times Fired

The number of times a rule fired. Multiple occurrences in a single session
are counted multiple times.

Number of Sessions
Triggered

The number of visitor sessions during which an outcome was triggered.
Multiple occurrences in a single session are counted once.

Number of Times Triggered The number of times an outcome was triggered. Multiple occurrences in
a single session are counted multiple times.
Number of Visitors

The number of visitors (sessions) to tagged pages on your website.

Percentage of Total

The percentage of Hot or Cold leads out of all selected visitors.

Proactive Chats

The number of accepted proactive (rule-generated) invitations that
become actual chats (does not count chat transfers).

Proactive Chat Connection The percentage of accepted proactive (rule-generated) invitations that
Rate
become chats. This does not include visitors who abandon before
starting a chat with an agent.

Data Sheet

Selected Chats Rate

The percentage of chats that met the selection criteria. A selected chat
can include All Chats, Selected Chats, or Qualified Chats.

Selected Proactive Chats

The number of chats that met the selection criteria. A selected chat
includes all chats, selected chats, or qualified chats.
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Sales Summary Reports
The Sales Summary reports summarize the number of sales and total dollar amounts that
resulted from chat interactions. If custom variables are deployed, these reports can summarize and compare chat related sales and self-service sales activities. If custom variables are not
deployed, these reports use the information gathered from the operator survey.
The Sales Summary reports uses the value of the orderTotal custom variable (when
deployed) to indicate an online sale with the specified amount, in addition to the value of the
operator-survey question (chat_value) to indicate a sale that was executed by the operator
using an internal system. The following Sales Summary reports are available:
 Sales Summary: See page 14.
 Sales Summary – Online Orders: See page 17.
 Sales Summary – Internal Orders: See page 18.
 Sales Summary – Customized: See page 19.
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Sales Summary
The Sales Summary report provides the number of sales and revenue from all sales generated
during proactive-chats, button-chats and self-service activities. A partial example is displayed
in Figure 1-8.

Figure 1-8: Example Sales Summary Report
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Term

Definition

No. Button Chats

The number of selected Button Chats where an operator and visitor are
connected.

No. Button Sales

The number of sales from selected Button Chats.

No. Button Sales per Chat

The ratio of Button Chats that result in a sale.

No. Non Pipeline Chat Sales

The number of chats resulting in sales that met the selection criteria of
this report, but were not Proactive Invitation or Dynamic Button chats.
Non Pipeline Chats typically include manual invitations sent by the
operator or a visitor clicking a static chat button.

No. Non Selected Chat
Sales

The number of chats resulting in sales that did not meet the selection
criteria of this report. A selected chat includes all chats, selected chats,
or qualified chats.

No. Non Selected Chats

The number of chats that did not meet the selection criteria of this
report. A selected chat can include All Chats, Selected Chats, or
Qualified Chats.
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Term

Definition

No. Proactive Chats

The number of chats that resulted from the accepted proactive
invitations selected (does not include chat transfers).

No. Proactive Sales

Visitor generated – The number of orders that were placed by the
visitor as a result of or in connection with a chat interaction (i.e., the
visitor chats with an operator and then places an order).
Operator generated – The number of orders that were recorded in the
operator survey by an operator, as a result of or in connection with a
chat interaction.

No. Proactive Sales per Chat

The percentage of Proactive Chats that result in a sale.

No. Self-Serve Sales

The number of self-service (non-chat) orders.

No. Self-Serve Sales per Visit

The percentage of self-service visitors that result in a sale.

No. Self-Serve Visits

The number of self-service (non-chat) visits.

$ Button Sales

The dollar amount of sales from selected Button Chats.

$ Button Sales per Chat

The dollar amount of selected Button Chats that result in a sale.

$ Non Pipeline Chat Sales

The dollar amount of sales resulting from chats that met the selection
criteria of this report, but were not Proactive Invitation or Dynamic
Button chats. Non Pipeline Chats typically include manual invitations
sent by the operator or a visitor clicking a static chat button.

$ Non Selected Chat Sales

The dollar amount of sales that did not meet the selection criteria of
this report.

$ Proactive Sales

Visitor generated – The dollar amount of all
chat-assisted converted orders placed by visitors themselves (i.e., an
invitation was sent to the visitor, the visitor chats with an operator and
then the visitor places an order online).
Operator generated – The dollar amount of all chat-assisted converted
orders reported by chat operators (i.e., an invitation was sent to the
visitor, the visitor chats with an operator and the sales results in
connection with the chat interaction).

$ Proactive Sales per Chat

The average dollar amount of Proactive Chats that resulted in a sale.

$ Self-Serve Sales

The dollar amount of self-service (non-chat) orders.

$ Self-Serve Sales per Visit

The dollar amount of the average self-service visit. (Total dollar amount
of all self-service sales divided by the number of self-service visits.)

No. of Visitors

The number of visitors (sessions) to tagged pages on your website.

Percentage of Total

The percentage of Hot or Cold Leads. Hot Leads are visitors that
triggered a designated business rule. Cold Leads are visitors who are
not Hot Lead visitors.
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Sales Summary – Online Orders
The Sales Summary - Online Orders report provides a sales summary with respect to sales in
which the operator helped the visitor complete the order on the self-service web-order forms
or shopping cart. This report is based on the orderTotal custom variable only. A partial
example is displayed in Figure 1-9.

Figure 1-9: Sales Summary – Online Orders
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Sales Summary – Internal Orders
The Sales Summary – Internal Orders report provides the sales summary with respect to sales
that are generated during chat but are recorded by operators on internal applications instead
of being processed through the web forms or the shopping cart. The results from the sale are
input by the operator into the operator survey. This report is based on the chat_value custom
variable only. A partial example is displayed in Figure 1-10.

Figure 1-10: Example Sales Summary – Internal Orders Report
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Sales Summary – Customized
Sales Summary – Customized report provides the number of sales and revenue from all sales
generated for visitors that have a specified Custom Variable. A partial example is displayed in
Figure 1-11.

Figure 1-11: Sales Summary – Customized
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Visitor Selection Summary
The Visitor Selection Summary report provides information on the number of visitors and
chat activity on the site.

Figure 1-12: Visitor Selection Report4
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modified, altered, reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording, or otherwise), without the prior written permission of LivePerson, Inc., except as otherwise permitted by law. Prior to publication,
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